
Electrical box/wiring preparation: 
1. Mount 4” octagonal electrical box in a manner capable of supporting weight of the fixture 
2. Route AC circuit into junction box of rated voltage of fixture, leaving approximately 8” of 

slack. Wiring should be rated 90°C.minimum. Note:  Dimming ballasts (D suffixes) require 
additional control wiring:  DH, one additional control wire; DA - DF, two additional control 
wires.   

3. From canopy kit, use two 8-32x1-½” long screws, and screw in all the way into crossbar.  
Position crossbar to outlet box (with 1-1/2” screw threads aiming towards floor) so that the 
screw heads will freely turn INSIDE the box, and are NOT directly below the four flat box 
sides.  Secure crossbar with hardware supplied with box.  

 
Cable and Fixture Housing Preparation:   
Cut AC cord to your specific suspension length, leaving approximately 8” of cable above 
strain relief.  Strain relief must be positioned in such a manner that the smaller end is towards 
ceiling when installed.  Squeeze strain relief with pliers and carefully insert into center open-
ing of canopy.  Bring fixture up to ceiling, and make electrical connections to the AC wires 
from your electrical box to the wires in the upper canopy as follows:    
AC neutral to white cable wire, AC hot leg to black cable wire, and ground to green cable 
wire.   
For dimming units, connect wires from dimming control system as follows:                                                               
DH suffix (Lutron 3-wire) only:  control wire to red cable wire.  
DA - DF suffix (0-10V) only: Positive control wire to purple cable wire, negative control wire 
to gray cable wire.                           
DG suffix (Lutron 4-wire ECO™) only:  E1 control wire to purple cable wire, E2 control wire 
to gray cable wire.  With all dimming types, the black hot leg should be switched by the 
dimming control system to assure  “full off” illumination (not required for DH suffix). 
  
Mounting Canopy / fixture: 
1. Pass each of the three aircraft cables (supplied with kit) through the small holes in the cano-

py, so that the crimped ends will be inside canopy.  Align mounting holes in canopy over (2) 
8-32x1-½” long screws and secure the canopy to the crossbar with supplied mounting knobs.  
Turn knobs fully clockwise to force back 8-32x1-½” long screws into outlet box, until canopy 
is tight against ceiling surface.  

2. Align the aircraft cables, so that cylinder hangs straight, and push each cable into the fix-
ture’s top support grips.  Align fixture to hang straight, with the weight of the fixture being 
supported by the aircraft cables, NOT the input cable.  Cut excess unused aircraft cable.  

Energize AC, and fixture will illuminate immediately, at full brightness.  
 

Important notes: 
If unit fails to function as described, disconnect AC immediately, and contact either the factory, or 
trained service personnel, for further assistance  
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – 6” APERTURE C6A SERIES CABLE-SUSPENDED LED CYLINDERS: 
 

READ AND FOLLOW THESE INTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE: 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.   
To assure full compliance with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical inspector before installation.   
Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or servicing this product.  Suitable for use in 
damp locations.  
Note: This fixture should be supported by main runners or other structure that is capable of supporting the fixture weight.  
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – PENDANT MOUNTED C6P 

SERIES CYLINDERS: 

 

READ AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING 

FIXTURE: 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local 
regulations.  To assure full compliance with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical 
inspector before installation.   

 

Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or 
servicing this product. 

Note: This fixture should be supported by main runners or other structure that is capable of supporting 
the fixture weight. 
 

Installation: 

 
1. Route AC circuit into junction box of rated voltage of fixture, leaving approximately 8” of slack. 

Wiring should be rated 90°C.minimum. Note:  Dimming drivers (D suffixes) require additional 
control wiring.  See “important note” below. 

2. Unpack the pendant kit, and refer to the separate instructions provided for pendant stem 
preparation, and mounting bracket attachment to electrical box. 

3. From pendant kit, take the pendant stem supplied, and attach one of the square ½” locknuts  
to the threaded end of the stem, with the toothed side facing the end of the stem. 

4. Route the wire harness (exiting the top of the cylinder housing) into the pendant stem, and screw 
the pendant stem into the top threaded bushing of the fixture, and tighten the square locknut 
firmly.  Pass the canopy cover over the pendant stem, and let it rest on top of the fixture housing. 

5. When ready to mount fixture/stem to ceiling, bring fixture to electrical box, and hang the ball end 
of the stem into the upper bracket.  Attach wires as follows: 

AC neutral to white cable wire, AC hot leg to black cable wire, and ground to green cable wire.   

For dimming units, connect control wires from dimming control system as follows:                                                               

If DA through DF, DK or DL dimming is used, route two additional wires, and connect suitable  

0-10VDC dimming control system to violet and gray driver input wires.  (See opposite side of 
sheet for approved dimmers).  Otherwise, leave these wires insulated. 

For fixtures with DG suffix, route two additional wires to suitable Lutron ECO dimming control, 

and connect to each of the two purple driver input wires. With all dimming types, the black hot 

leg should be switched by the dimming control (system) to assure “full off” illumination (not 

required for DG suffix). 
When all wiring is complete, tuck them neatly into electrical box. 

6. Energize AC, and fixture will illuminate immediately, at full brightness.  
 

Important note: 

 
If unit fails to function as described, disconnect AC immediately, and contact either the factory, or trained service 
personnel, for further assistance. 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – “C6” surface mount Cylinder series: 
 

READ AND FOLLOW THESE INTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE: 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.   
To assure full compliance with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical inspector before installation.   
 
Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or servicing this product. 
  For use indoor, dry or damp locations only. 

 

 
 
Preparation:  
Mount 4” octagonal electrical box into ceiling surface.  It must be in-
stalled in a manner that is capable of handling the physical load of the 
fixture.  Supplementary support from the ceiling structure is suggested. 
Route AC circuit(s) of voltage specified on fixture into electrical box 
(AC should not be energized at this time). Note: Dimming ballasts (D 
suffixes) require additional control wiring:  DH - one additional con-
trol wire; DA - DF, DK, DK - two additional control wires. 
Locate hardware bag containing mounting pan, mounting hook, and 
screws. Locate pan screws and partially thread three (3) screws into 
cylinder top (nuts located on fixture), see Figure 1. 
Position mounting pan to outlet box  and secure using box screws 
(supplied by others).  Use of additional mounting screws through the 
supplied auxiliary mounting holes is suggested, see Figure 2. 
 

Mounting:  
Install mounting hook on mounting pan using unused slot of mounting 
pan. Temporarily support cylinder assembly with mounting hook by 
installing opened end of hook through slot in cylinder top see Figure 3. 
 

Wiring:   
While fixture is temporarily supported with mounting hook, connect AC 
wiring as follows: Neutral input to white driver wire(s), hot leg to black 
driver wire(s), ground to green input wire.  For dimming units, connect 
wires from dimming control system as follows:                                                               
DH suffix (Lutron 3-wire) only:  control wire to orange cable wire.  
DA - DF suffix (0-10V) only: Positive control wire to purple cable wire, 
negative control wire to gray cable wire.                           
DG, DK, DL suffix:  Control wires to purple cable wires.  With all dim-
ming types, the black hot leg should be switched by the dimming 
control (system) to assure “full off” illumination (not required for DG 
suffix). 
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Installation of main body:   
Once wiring is complete, carefully tuck all wires into junction box.  
Attach cylinder assembly to mounting pan by removing mounting 
hook and aligning cylinder top with mounting pan - Align (3) pan 
screws with cutouts in mounting pan, push cylinder up and turn 
clockwise to lock into place (make sure grounding strap on mount-
ing pan has direct contact with cylinder top). Secure cylinder to 
mounting pan by tightening (3) pan screws with phillips head 
screwdriver (not included), see Figure 4. Ensure fixture is securely 
mounted. 
 
 

Install trim assembly: 
Compress springs carefully by using hands, align trim assembly 
with opening in cylinder housing, and push trim up into housing, 
see Figure 5. Ensure flange is fully seated against ring and en-
gaged by springs.. 
 
 

Completion:  
Energize AC to Illuminate fixture. 
 

Important note:   

If unit fails to operate, disconnect AC circuit immediately and 
recheck wiring.  Contact factory, or trained service personnel for 
further assistance. 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS – “C6WL” wall mount LED Cylinder series: 
 

READ AND FOLLOW THESE INTRUCTIONS BEFORE INSTALLING FIXTURE: 
This fixture is intended for installation in accordance with the National Electrical Code and local regulations.   
To assure full compliance with local codes and regulations, check with your local electrical inspector before installation.   
Caution: To avoid possible electric shock, be sure that power supply is turned off before installing or servicing this product. 
  For use indoor, dry or damp locations only. 
 
 
. 

 

Preparation:  
Mount 4” octagonal electrical box into wall surface.  It must be in-
stalled in a manner that is capable of handling the physical load of 
the fixture.  Supplementary support from the wall structure is sug-
gested.   
Route AC circuit into junction box of rated voltage of fixture, leaving 
approximately 8” of slack. Wiring should be rated 90°C.minimum. 
Note:  Dimming ballasts (D suffixes) require additional control wiring:  
DA though DG, DK and DL, need two additional control wires.  
 
Mounting:  
Unpack product and locate hardware bag containing wall gasket, 
mounting plate, and allen wrench. 
Position mounting plate to outlet box  and secure mounting plate as 
shown to electrical box using box screws supplied with electrical box.  
Use of additional mounting screws through the supplied auxiliary 
mounting holes is suggested.  (see Figure 1)  
 
Wiring/Installation of main body:   
1. Support cylinder body assembly (see Figure 2 ) and connect AC 

wiring as follows: Neutral input to white ballast wire(s), hot leg 
to black ballast wire(s), ground to green input wire.  For dim-
ming units, connect control wires from dimming control (system) 
as follows:                                                               

       DA though DF,  (0-10V) only: positive control wire to purple  
       cable wire, negative control wire to gray cable wire.                           
       DG suffix (Lutron 4-wire ECO™) only:  E1 control wire to purple  
       cable wire, E2 control wire to purple/white cable wire.   
       NOTE:   With all dimming types, the black hot leg should be  
       switched by the dimming control (system) to assure “full off”  
       illumination (not required for DG suffix).  Do not alter any lamp  
       wire connections, as damage will result to LED driver. 
2. Once wiring is complete, carefully tuck all wires into junction box  
       and arm of cylinder over mounting plate.  Secure product to wall  
       with (2) set screws located in the bottom of the arm and secure  
       using 1/8” hex key (provided) and tighten until fixture is fully  
       drawn against the wall surface . (see Figure 3 on back ) 
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Completion:  
Energize AC circuit.  Fixture will illuminate at full brightness. 
 
 

 

Figure  3 (2) set screws 

Important note: 
 
If unit fails to function as described, disconnect AC immediately, and contact either the factory, or trained service personnel, for 
further assistance. 
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